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Free Flickscompany of 12 dancers to Chapel Hill for the
second Chapel Hill Concert Scries program
of the semester.

The company will perform Sunday,
March 3, in Memorial HalL

Tickets for season ticket holders arc now
available at the Union desk. Student tickets,
$2, go on sale Monday, Feb. 18.

Deep Jonah
Maude Babington and Deni Tyler will

perform from 8 to 1 1 p.m., Saturday at Deep
Jonah in the Union basement.

Both will play folk and popular songs on
the guitar.

The performance is part of the Women's
Festival.

Admission is free.

concrete reality of nothing and his baffling
gift of seemingly defying gravity were first
demonstrated to the American public in
1955-5- 6.

His altcr-eg- o, Bip, created in 1947, is
perhaps the most unique aspect of his
performance. Marceau claims that
American audiences . respond to Bip's
representation of man and his society.

Marceau says that mime is the form of
dramatic expression that appears as being
closest to man. It is an art of illusion, but it
does not permit any trickery. "Our art is not
alone physical even though it appears to be
an art of action. The reason for the action
must come from the soul," he says.

Edward Villella
Edward Villella, considered one of the

finest dancers in the world, will bring his

Fine acting dominates this weekend's free

flicks.
Carmen Jones with Dorothy Dandridge

plays Friday. Dandridge became the first

black actress to be nominated for the Best

Actress Oscar for this film, considered a

ghetto adapatation of the opera Carmen.
Suddenly. Last Summer, Saturday's flick,

concerns the struggle between two women
for the love of one's son, the other's cousin.
Tennessee Williams wrote it, and Elizabeth
Taylor and Katherine Hepburn star.

Costa-Gavr-as of Zdirected Sunday's flick.

State of Siege. It is an account of the

kidnapping of an American diplomat by

South American revolutionaries, based on

fact. Yves Montand stars.
All flicks shown at 6:30 and 9 p.m. in the

Great Hall.

by Crt-r-a Kcltsmm
Feature Writer

A dramatic study of woman and her age-ol-d

search for identity is the central idea of
Viveca Lindfors' one-wom- an show, Am A
Woman.

The two-ho-ur program will be presented
at 8 p.m. Wednesday in Memorial Hall.
Admission is free.

The show, on limited engagement prior to
its formal off-Broadw-ay opening, is

by the Union and the Association
of Women Students in coordination with the
Women's Festival.

Conceived and arranged by Lindfors and
director Paul Austin, the program draws
from over 35 writers including Ibsen,
Shakespeare, Brecht, Nin and Plath.

Lillian Helllman's lines from Pentimento
accurately sum up Lindfors message: I

want to see what there was for me once and
what there is for me now.

f.lsrcc! f.larccsu
Marcel Marceau, acclaimed as the world's

greatest living pantomimist, will perform at
8 p.m. Monday, March 4, in Memorial Hall.

Student tickets, $4 and $5, go on sale
today at the Union desk.

Marceau's amazing ability to fashion
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sweetheart, displayed a keen sensitivity to the balance of the

ensemble.
The first act was more perfectly realized than the second.

In the first act, Onat succeeded in showing the frightening
power of her character's will; her performance was nearly
flawless technically.

She had more difficulty showing the weakness of Miss

Julie in the second act after she falls from the position of

countess. Yet Onat's finest moment came then the scene in

which she reacts to Jean killing her beloved pet bird to clear
the way for their escape.

Warren Hansen's performance was extremely graceful.
He maintained throughout the show a composed,
aristocratic bearing without being in nay way sterile. This is

the composure which almost enabled Jean to win the fight
against his low birth, and in the end enabled him to order
Miss Julie to suicide.

The setting was a limiting factor. Both Onat and Hansen
belong a greater distance from their audience on a larger
stage rather than on the small, intimate set they had. The
lighting made problems. There was a dark spot down center
that was excessively annoying. Each time a character crossed
through this spot the audience lost him.

Nevertheless, Miss Julie stands out as the polished,
balanced production I've seen in the Lab Theatre. True
ensemble playing is seldom seen; it was a rare treat to view

three carefully harmonized characterizations.

by Betsy Flanagan
Drama Critic

Once, after hearing a young conductor's interpretation of
his music, Brahms was asked to comment. He answered that,
yes, it could be played that way, too. The symphony can be
played many ways.

The recent Laboratory Theatre production of August
Strindberg's Miss Julie was a symphony played a different
way. And it was played well.

Watching it, I had the feeling that I was seeing a
modernized version Strindberg updated. Time changes all
things, it is said. The impact of Miss Julie has certainly
changed, or perhaps it is more accurate to say that people's
attitudes toward the world it presents have changed.

Countesses are few and far between now; footmen seem to
have vanished altogether. It's harder to take their problems
seriously these days. The audience laughed a little too often,
but there's no accounting for the relativity of taste.

With the help of Arthur Housman, the three-perso- n cast
directed itself. This non-traditio- nal approach had fine
results. Cigdam On&t as Miss Julie and Warren Hansen as
Jean played together beautifully. Their exceptional
awareness of one another created a tension that provided a
foundation for many abrupt transitions. This tension kept
the play moving; it gave the play its shape.

Linda Norflett and Kristin, Miss Julie's cook and Jean's
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B.A. 170 Students:Support Th DTH
Lege! Defencs Fund. We have got a solution to sum-of-th- e years-dig- it

MX20
Bowmar

Brainchild
Ideal machine ,

for Chemistry 11.!
BA71, 72 or 73

depreciation accounting. Tired of double-daclinin- g

balance? How about a mortization of bond premium?
If any of these problems have got you then drop by a nd
ask about the Keystone Model 390. A slim compact,n

D u U low batte.-- y dram
permits 20 to 30
hours ot usage

16 digit calcula-
tions. 8 digit
displaydecimal selector

Hows you to
select floating
decimal or a dollars
and cents decimal

big. bold,
easy to read
numbers

iigntweignx,
precision
engineered,
full function
battery operated
hand-hel- d

electronic
calculator

y
constant selector
control for divide
multiply,
subtract
percent ) the MX20 Features:M Model Texas Instruments

TI-25- 10
rx 's y Replacable battery operation

Integral cover case design
8 Digit Display $49.95
Full Floating Decimal
Omni-Consta- nt (The constant with a brain,
operable in an five functions)
One year parts and service guarantee

y
rounds off to
nearest cent

impact
Cycoiac case

2 way power

ei?ns less thin
10 ounces

operates on
battery or
current

(Plus cost of candy)

Wo oIqo
have a

Ideal for BA 173. 177
179. and MSAetra large nit
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Fully portable, aasy to operate. Press the
keys exactly as you say the problem. Adds.
Subtracts. Multiplies. Divides.
Rechargeable batteries for low-co- st

operation. AC adapter charger included to
charge batteries and operate calculator from
household outlet.
Display. The 8 --digit, light emitting diode
readout shows all nummerals. floating
decimal, negative sign, calculation overflow
indication and entry overflow indication.
Power source. The calculator
contains a rechargeable power pack that
drivers the equivalent of 4-- 6 hours of

. continuous calculation before recharge. The
charger (included) will recharge from normal
house current overnight.
Keyboard. The keyboard consists of 10digit
keys nd 8 function keys. All keys are single
function.
ChainConstant switch. Located on the
keyboard, this switch selects CONSTANT
mode for convenient multiplication or
division by a constant number or CHAIN

Model 370:
Kick Kechargiadlt

Futures:
Key

!tri 199:

fattens:
Low Battery Ora.n

.Key
Automatic Disccunt
A Tai Calculations
Decimal Switch

Constant
Operates on 4 AA

Batteries
(not included)

$09.95

Automatic Discount
& Ta Calculations
Decimal Switch

Con:tani
Built-i- n NICA0
Batteries
Cnarger AC Adapt"
inc'uded
Carrying Case
included

complete
soloction
of' Valentin
Garde Gi Gifto

Madel 3(9:
Ifcnarttavlt
Mtwinr
Fattens:

Memory
Accumulator
"oKey
Automatic Discount
& Tan Ca'cuiations
Drcimjl Switch
5 Function Constant
Built-i- n NICA0
Batteries
Charger AC Adapter
included
Carrying Case
mclvdtd

$119.95

Texas Instruments
AC Adapter mc'ulei
Carrying case
included

SR-I- O

Perfect Machine for Introductory Statistics
, Math 21, or Calculus Problems. mode for normal calculations.,$99.35 $59.95

CANON
PALMTRONIC LE81n
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FuSy portable, slide rule calculator. Easy to operate,
the SR-1- 0 allows most calculations possible with
classical basic slide rules, but with split-secon- d

accuracy.
Rechargeable NJ-C- d batteries for low-co- st

operation. AC adapter charger included to chargs
batteries and operate calculator from household
outlet. A switch is provided on the AC
adaptercharger to permit operation on 50Hz22i7
power.
Display. The 1 2 --character it mantissa. 2 signs,

exponent) light-emitti- diode display shows
all numerals, floating decimal, negative signs,
calculation overflow and error indications.
Keyboerd, The keykeyboard consists of 1 0 digit keys
plus decimal point and 1 2 function keys. In addition to
the standard four functions of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division, other SR-1- 0 calculation
capabilities include reciprocals (1x8 squares. pt'L
square root, change sign L enter exponent (EEL
automatic conversion to scientific notation when

mantissa overflows, and mixed calculations.

The MX55tji brain
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The Absolute Smoothest
Key Machine Available,

the LE81has the
following outstanding

features:
$49.95 vU9.991

I Five function 8 digit, rechargeable hand-hel-d calculator
i Lorta Caeratina Hours

.r 8brie number entry sequence andI The Peimtrcntc LE-8- 1 can save you a lot of running cost for example, the win mim.

Data may be entered in free form, that is floatirg
point, scientific notation or any combination of the
two.
Power source. The SR-1- 0 electronic calculator
contains three NiCad, fast --charge batteries (standard
AA size) that provide 4--6 hours of continuous us

before recharging is required. The AC powir
convertercharger (included) wiN recharge tf

coat of batteries since H can be operated continuously tor about bU hours
with dry batteries and 90 hours with alkaline batteries. Also these long
operating hours mean release from the task of changing batteries over and
aver again. AS this was made possible by the successful adoption of the C- -

THE MX35 FEATURES:
Extra large LED 8 digit display

key for automatic mark-up- s & discounts
Fu3l floating decimei
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MCS LSI to the tiny LE-8- 1.

i Human eiiutneertnn ; Omni-eonata- nt rth automatic constant with a brain)
batteries from normal house current in about 3 hours.j The Palmtronic LE-8- 1 features keyboard arrangements bated on the human wew vtnyl carrying pouch
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engirwerino smooth key touch and easy-to-rea- d LED indication panel.
' Automatic Clearing fystem
With this automatic clearing system, the calculator is dea red for immed ate

In addition wo have the most sophisticated display-print-o- ut machines
available. Stop by and see what's new at:IZZPTDIZ FU5HT?

I use when the power is switched on end it cleared for prooieding ceicule-vo- n

I wtth the c key being depressed,
i Farted PortaMty

H Is small enough to put inside your pocket and weighs only 2$5v grams (9

'oil yet it adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides, performs mixed calculations. .... r-- r . c m

mtsmmte CJoctivulcC
r.1 J calculations wrth a constant and n-t-n power calculations Kotwnnstanoing,

, it has an extremely reasonable price..6 x
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